Microfilm, Serial No. 34, 7th Army Group

The top sheet was in Hitler's own handwriting, and was as follows:

1. Does Mussolini regard his work as completed or not?

2. Mussolini can assess German military potential. Therefore, Hitler will coordinate "timing of objectives with him." (End)

3. The question of pressure can be settled as to France and England only if alliance with Italy kept up. France and England, in that event, will not intervene.


5. State of armament:
   a. Iron ore - France, 600,000 tons; Germany, 2,000,000 tons.
   b. Britain rearming for nine months. Will take her two years in order to launch ships.
   c. Obsolete airforce equipment.

6. No general staff discussions should be held but would have Wehrmacht command. Important to keep intentions secret.


8. Exchange of officers - doubts if of value.